












techniques for genetic manipulation of organisms are now widely applied in laboratories 

around the world extending from sophisticated research institutes across a spectrum that 

embraces even high schoo1 science labs. Our horizons are broadening exponentially,� 
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Dm tlo 1,. i !!l;Jll dark side. rganisms with lethal properties can now be 

manipulated and produced� at many different sites and by many 

different persons -- inexpensively. The quantities needed to create extraordinary mischief 

are not large; and they are all but impossible to detect either in process or in transit. 

What is not immediately known is readily recovered from the Internet - indeed, detailed 

instructions as to how to weaponize various organisms was, until very recently, readily 

recoverable from several websites. There is today real concern as to how best to deal 
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with these issues without strangling science. ��AA are new.µ /4ijw·· Y f'N'-1 wf 
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At the same time, we are encountering, with ever greater frequency, new and 

emergent organisms, some posing very serious problems indeed - HIV/ AIDS, mad cow 

disease, West Nile encephalitis and many others. Pandemic influenza remains an ever 

worrisome threat. Little known is the fact that a new strain of influenza, called H5Nl, 

appeared in Hong Kong only three years back. It infected only 18 persons but killed 6. 

�� ,9;r�l isolations contin�e to be made but, so far, it has not yet shown a tendancy to 
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spread widely. Chickens, in large numbers have been afflicted ��d �a5� time ofM
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appeafanc,�illions have been kille'k ( ��t,,._all organisms are 

conti�u�lly mutating and c�t9ging�with those that infect be�t usually getti:pg the �p er 
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fertile ground for new or mutant organisms to establish themselves. Enormous.numbers 



of travelers now probe some of the most distant areas and move across the world in 
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unprecedented numbers. Epidemic disease anywhere is a threat to mugd11es :md utt(el.S.. 
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� as � never before 16'-ft'�. �111 provided once by two oceans has 
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essentially vanished. lP\.QpA,i \vl,Vv 'lft���t �� 
!)wt_ �Department's program of Public Health Preparedness has thus been designed 

and is being developed as a broad-based program to detect, at the earliest possible time, 
outbreaks of disease of whatever origin, to be able to diagnose them quickly and to 
respond promptly with medical care, patient isolation, and drugs or vaccines as needed. 

More than half of all resources are focused on the development of state and local 
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1=�eme8')Tlie laboratory capacities of a network of some 150 labs are bemg expanded; 
communications networks are being installed to permit the prompt exchange of 
information between hospital emergency rooms, public health officials, infectiors disease 
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specialists and police and emergency medical groups. Twelve emergency stocks of 
drugs and medical equipment are now in place that can reach any site in the country 
within 12 hours with enough antibiotics to treat as many as 20 million persons for 60 
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days. Special training programs are now being provided and more are planned. Over ) 

200 million doses of smallpox vaccine is now available should it be needed and more will 
be delivered by the end of the year. A new anthrax vaccine is in an advanced 
development stage and hopefully 711 see its way into field use within 2 years. And, of 
course, we are working closely wit! health authorities in other parts of the world to 
heighten our preparedness globally s epidemic disease anywhere can threaten security 
across the globe. 




